
50 METER TUNNEL FOR TESTING£15
TESTING FEE

Here you can see two forty shot groups shot with the same ELEY Tenex ammunition, the first having been shot at the 2016 Easter Shooting Festival, the second was shot a month later at 
the ELEY Customer Range. The score (over forty shots) and group shape are very similar, showing that this setup at Easter can produce comparable results to the customer range.

ELEY FACTORY APRIL 2016
ELEY TENEX (40 Shots) 

EASTER SHOOT MARCH 2016
ELEY TENEX (40 Shots) 

SAME 
BATCH

Returning to the Easter Shooting Festival after a very successful first showing in 2016 is Batch Testing with ELEY. 
This is an excellent opportunity to find the best ammunition for your barrel. When you buy untested ammunition you 
really have no idea if it’s performing or consistent. Ammunition testing sorts the good from the bad and guarantees 
performance where you need it. The best part is, you get to buy this ammunition for no extra cost.

ElEley Technicians will be using their tried and tested methods of ammo selection for your specific barrel using ELEY 
EDGE (Takes one hour) or TENEX (Taking 3 Hours). Testing will take place within a non permanent testing area of the 
range over fifty metres. This area will be fenced off with wind breaks to create a area  of stillness. Your barrel will be 
clamped into a vice and you will shoot the various batches available into specially made electronic targets that plots 
the point of impact giving you an indication of which batch of ammunition may be performing above the rest. You 
then then receive a report analysing the performance of your barrel provided by software exclusively developed for ELEY 
ammunition testing. You can then order a quantity of that batch through the appointed RFD.

Testing should be booked in advance by contacting Michael Duncalf at the details shown below, and slots can 
only be reserved on receipt of £15.00 per test. There is a minimum purchase of 2,500 rounds. If the minimum 
order quantity is not fulfilled despite a match being found for the rifle barrel then there will be a charge of £50 
for the test.

ISLE OF MAN EASTER SHOOTING FESTIVAL PRESENTS 50M RIFLE


